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The FDIC’s Questions Soliciting Feedback on Changes to the IDI Rule 

1. As mentioned above, an IDI is currently subject to the IDI Rule if it has $50 

billion or more in total assets.  How should the FDIC determine which institutions 

are subject to the IDI Rule?  Should the FDIC continue to use a specific asset 

threshold? If so, what should the asset threshold be?  Are there other specific 

metrics or criteria the FDIC should use?  Are there specific metrics that measure 

complexity or risk that the FDIC should use? 

2. Under both alternatives, how should the FDIC determine which CIDIs are in 

which group? Are there specific metrics or criteria the FDIC should use? Should 

the FDIC rely solely on asset thresholds or should the FDIC use additional or 

other metrics to measure relative complexity and risk?  If so, what are the other 

metrics?  Should the FDIC consider a measure of funding structure impact on 

resolution as a metric?  Should the FDIC endeavor to align the groups with the 

categories being proposed for bank holding companies under the Section 165(d) 

Rule? 

3. What are the pros and cons of Alternative One and Alternative Two? Which 

approach should the FDIC implement, and why?  Are there other variations of 

either approach that the FDIC should consider? 

4. Under Alternative Two, the FDIC is considering approaching size, complexity, 

and other factors related to resolvability as they arise in individual components at 

each CIDI such that a particular informational Resolution Plan element would not 

be required unless a corresponding metric crossed a threshold.  Is this a useful 

way to consider resolvability?  Why or why not? 

5. Is Alternative Two feasible?  If so, what specific criteria should the FDIC 

consider for purposes of considering the size, complexity, and other factors 

related to resolvability of Larger CIDIs and mapping such factors to content 

requirements? 

6. Should the FDIC have discretion to move a CIDI to a different group based on 

specific characteristics of the CIDI?  If so, what factors should the FDIC consider 

in making such a determination?  Does the appropriateness of such a discretionary 

authority vary depending on whether the groups are distinguished by asset 

thresholds alone or in combination with other factors? 

7. What are the costs and benefits of the current IDI plan content requirements? 

8. What current aspects of the resolution planning requirements are the most 

burdensome for CIDIs?  Are there specific resolution planning requirements that 

commenters believe do not provide sufficient benefit to the FDIC to justify the 

cost, and if so, which ones and why? 
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9. How should the FDIC consider the costs and benefits of requiring Resolution 

Plans from CIDIs whose parent companies have adopted a single point of entry 

resolution strategy?  What are the costs of requiring the submission of Resolution 

Plans for such CIDIs, and what is the expected value of the benefits of such 

advanced planning in the event that a resolution of a CIDI is necessary for such an 

institution? 

10. Are there specific requirements of the IDI Rule that may not be necessary for 

CIDIs that have adopted a single point of entry resolution strategy specifically 

because they have adopted such a strategy? 

11. Are there additional steps that the FDIC should take to remove duplication 

between the DFA Resolution Plans and the Resolution Plans for CIDIs without 

reducing the effectiveness of each Plan?  If so, what are they and why would 

taking such steps be appropriate? 

12. What content requirements should be modified for Larger CIDIs (under both 

Alternatives)? Why and in what manner? 

13. What content requirements should be modified solely for Group B CIDIs under 

Alternative One?  Why and in what manner? 

14. Are waivers useful to help streamline and customize the informational 

requirements for CIDIs?  Should the FDIC consider expanding the use of waivers, 

and if so how? 

15. In Alternative Two, the FDIC is proposing to base informational requirements for 

the Larger CIDIs upon the components of complexity for each such institution.  

Should the FDIC base the informational requirements off of the individual 

characteristics of the CIDI?  Why or why not? 

16. Is there content not presently required by the ID I Rule that could improve the 

effectiveness of Resolution Plan submissions and resolution planning for all 

CIDIs or for one or more Groups of CIDIs? 

17. Should the FDIC make any changes to help foster a transparent set of content 

requirements?  What steps can the FDIC take to ensure transparency, while also 

exploring potential changes to the IDI Rule discussed above providing for a 

streamlined set of informational requirements based upon the nature of a CIDI’s 

operations? 

18. What changes (if any) should be required to the public portions of Resolution 

Plans to make the resolution planning process more transparent?  Why? 

19. Should the FDIC make any feedback letters it issues as part of the Resolution Plan 

process public?  Why or why not? 
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20. What else should the FDIC consider that would tailor the burden involved in 

preparing and submitting Resolution Plan information without reducing the IDI 

Rule’s effectiveness?  Are there ways that the FDIC could use automated 

collection techniques or other forms of information technology to facilitate 

transmission of resolution planning information? 

21. What are the costs and benefits if the FDIC replaces the plan submission 

requirement with the engagement as described above for Group C CIDIs?  

22. If the FDIC engages with the CIDIs to solicit their feedback on resolution 

strategies and plans developed by the FDIC, do commenters have specific 

recommendations regarding the format of that engagement? 

23. The FDIC is considering undertaking regular capabilities testing to help ensure 

that a CIDI will be able to provide critical information promptly if called upon to 

do so in exigent circumstances.  How should the FDIC approach testing of CIDI 

capabilities?  For Group A CIDIs and potentially some Group B CIDIs, how 

should the FDIC approach such testing given the additional challenges posed by 

increased operational complexity’?  For Group C CIDIs, how should the FDIC 

approach such testing given the relatively reduced level of operational 

complexity? 

24. Should the FDIC conduct simulations with CIDIs? If so, should any aspects of the 

simulations be made public? 

25. How frequently should the FDIC require Resolution Plan submissions from 

Larger CIDIs under both alternatives?  Under Alternative Two, what measures of 

complexity, risk, or other characteristics should be considered in determining a 

CIDI’s filing frequency? 

26. How frequently should the FDIC conduct resolution planning outreach with 

Larger CIDIs under both alternatives?  How should this timeline coincide with the 

Resolution Plan submission timeline? 

27. How frequently should the FDIC conduct resolution planning outreach with 

Group C CIDIs? 

28. What are the costs and benefits of requiring Larger CIDIs to submit plans once 

every two/three years? 

29. Should the FDIC consider a schedule of alternating between Resolution Plan 

submissions and streamlined content submissions (for example, focusing on a 

subset of informational requirements)?  Why or why not? 

30. Should the FDIC endeavor to sync the Resolution Plan submission timeline for 

CIDIs with the timeline for DFA Resolution Plans for DFA Resolution Plan 

filers?  If so, how? 
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31. Should the FDIC consider utilizing an ad hoc submission program with 

information regarding each pertinent content area due at various times throughout 

the submission cycle (similar to an ongoing large bank continuous examination 

program) instead of maintaining the requirement for a Resolution Plan submission 

due on a single date?  Why or why not? 

32. The FDIC is considering one or more conditions-based triggers to increase 

resolution planning engagement with a CIDI experiencing stress or in troubled 

condition.  If the FDIC were to adopt such an approach, what condition-based 

trigger or triggers should the FDIC use, and why? 


